INTAKE TOPICS

1. Review 2018 - What worked? What didn't?
2. Root cause of depredation hot spots (e.g. OPT)
3. How better understand predator-prey patterns?
4. How better employ range riders? Define "range riders." How determine effectiveness?
5. Commission Role, compared to WAG?
6. WIG Role, compared to WAG?
7. Court case update
8. Interagency Group update
9. Education/Outreach, especially in areas soon to have wolves
10. Conservation NW statement
11. Post de-listing planning
INTAKE TOPICS

12. Additional non-lethal methods?
13. Follow up from previous meeting
14. Long-term goals of WAG?
15. WAG turnover
16. Impact of legal workload
17. Next facilitator
18. Data sharing next steps
2018

1. Risk of predation
2. Expectations of producers
3. Communication - specific to Decision Making
4. Expectations of
   - Hunters
   - Environment
   - Dept.
2018

5. Discuss - OPT
6. Cause & Effect
7. Effectiveness of lethals & non-lethals (tools)
8. Effectiveness of investigations
9. Discuss rumors
OPT

1. How deal w/ high risk areas? Repeat areas? How avoid it?

2. What worked & didn't work?

3. Moving target for producers? (1 more thing)
OPT

4. What works in one place doesn't necessarily work elsewhere (e.g. Wedge → Did incremental removal work?)

5. Future goals of predator-prey management? (Less focus on tools.)
OPT

6. Focus on causation

7. "Come at this a different way" (e.g. more ungulates)

8. Tools for managing wolves?

9. Studies on livestock impact on ungulates?

10. Winter conditions

Summer drought conditions
11. People define tools differently and how they're used.
12. Forest Service allotments for foraging for wildlife.
13. Increase grazing allotments?
14. Appeared CWU determined type of tools
15. Food supply trend going down?
16. Wholistic environment / wildlife management
17. Bring something different to OPT area (high risk areas)
18. Forest Service - looking ahead - more defendible landscapes
19. Where send bill for wildlife grazing private land

20. How communicate in future situations w/ stress in system?

21. Effectiveness of investigation
   - 2pol/3-4hrs travel
   - 2 ways
   - Cost in time & $
22. Revisit KAG roles & responsibilities
INFO NEEDS

1. Firm up proactive definition?
2. More focus beyond NE?
3. ID den & rondevenx points → to top of list?
4. 10 mo. window assessment?
INFO NEEDS

5. What are producers told about range riders?

6. How address when things aren’t going well (terrain, ownership)

7. Guidelines on how far to keep livestock from road

8. Separate herd riding & range riding?
INFO NEEDS

9. Sustainability of preventive measures w/ producers?

10. Density of cattle vs. wolves?

11. Monitoring of range riders?

12. How quantify an event?

13. WAG commo protocol? (Feb topic?)
INFO NEEDS

14. Compensation Cmte update?

15. What advice does Dept. need? (Feb)
Post De-Istg Plng

1. Ensure we address hunting community.
2. Bullet 3, Wolf Plan Purpose, how’s Dept. doing this?
Post De-listing Plng

3. Local level = ?

4. Define terms in resource process goals.

5. Maximize handicap viewing opps for handicap people
1. Time of increased conflict → Decision criteria still valid?

2. Improve definitions:
   a. "Proactive"?
   b. "Range Riders"?
   c. "Best suited"?

3. Change/Add Guidance?
   a. "10 mo. window"?
   b. Distance between livestock ↔ den/rendezvous
PROTOCOL

4. Communication Clarification
   a. WAG protocol?
   b. Changes when things aren’t going well?
      (Aaron sharing his experience)

5. Data sharing update
   a. How share?
   b. What if misused?
      (Consequences)
   c. Education of producers users
Feb Mtg

SEPA updates
- Translocation
- Post De-listing

(Feb - busy time during hunting season)

Indirect loss compensation review update
Tasks

1. Stephanie → Send Interagency Member list to WAG

2. WDFW - OPT → what worked/didn't work